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HTML Meta Tags Creator is a simple-to-use software application that allows you to easily and quickly
create HTML meta tags for Windows-based webpages. You can create and edit meta tags for HTML

and XHTML files. HTML Meta Tags Creator Key features: i. Generate: Generate HTML or XHTML meta
tags to a selection of files. ii. Generate selected: Generate meta tags for selected files. iii. Save: Save
the generated or newly created HTML meta tags. iv. Load a profile: Load a profile. v. Export: Export

the generated or newly created HTML meta tags. vi. Add or remove keywords: Add or remove
keywords. vii. Settings: Set the description, keywords, author, copyright, owner, distribution type,
rating, revisit period and robots. viii. Language: Choose the character set and content language of

the file. ix. Document title: Enter the title of the file. x. Cache control type: Choose the caching
mechanism of the file. xi. Document type: Choose the document type of the file. xii. Character set

and content language: Choose the character set and content language of the file. xiii. Robots
settings: Choose the robot settings of the file. xiv. Document: Enter the document type of the file. xv.
Save a profile: Save the settings. xvi. Go back: Go back to the settings. xvii. Exit: Close the program.
xviii. Clipboard: Copy selected text to the Clipboard. xix. Document: Enter the document type of the
file. xx. Generate: Generate HTML or XHTML meta tags to a selection of files. xxi. Generate selected:
Generate meta tags for selected files. xxii. Save: Save the generated or newly created HTML meta
tags. xxiii. Load a profile: Load a profile. xxiv. Export: Export the generated or newly created HTML

meta tags. xxv. Add or remove keywords: Add or remove keywords. xxvi. Settings: Set the
description, keywords, author, copyright, owner, distribution type, rating, revisit period and robots.

xxvii. Language: Choose the character set and content language of the file.
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HTML Meta Tags Creator is a simple-to-use software application with a self-explanatory name - it
allows you to create meta tags for HTML and XHTML files. It provides a user-friendly environment
that should be easily figured out by anyone, regardless of previous experience with such apps.

Hassle-free installation and clean GUI Setting up the program takes minimal time and effort. As for
the interface, it adopts a regular window with a neatly organized structure that immediately shows
the editable meta tags at startup. So, you can specify the description, keywords, author, copyright,
owner, distribution type, rating, revisit period and robots, along with a document title, cache control
type, character set and content language. Any of these fields can be included or excluded from the
file. Edit the meta tags HTML code and build webpages HTML Meta Tags Creator also implements a
feature that allows you to directly edit the HTML code of the meta tags, copy selected text to the

Clipboard, as well as export the entire information to TXT files. What's more, you can build HTML or
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XHTML pages in just a couple of clicks, once you select the document type. The current profile can
be saved to file and used at a later time. Evaluation and conclusion There were no kind of issues in
our testing, since HTML Meta Tags Creator did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. It had a

good response time and used low CPU and RAM, so the overall performance of the PC was not
affected. To sum it up, HTML Meta Tags Creator provides a straightforward solution to creating meta

tags for HTML and XHTML pages, and it should come in handy to most users who handle website
development. Read more about HTML Meta Tags Creator. I like that when you export the tags to TXT
and then open them up in a standard text editor, you can edit them, then save them back. Or is that

just me? It would be nice if it kept the tags as they were in the first place. It would be cool if you
could make it possible to have not only a single HTML code for all the meta tags, but a dynamic one
that changes every time you open the file. For example, there could be a specific file for the Search
Engine Optimization purpose, then one for the Robots, and one for the social networks, etc. In this

way, you would only need a single code to edit all the tags, you would just 3a67dffeec
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Create meta tags for HTML and XHTML files. Supports HTML, XHTML, HTML5, XHTML5. Supports
HTML 5.0, HTML 4.01, XHTML 1.0, XHTML 1.0 Transitional, XHTML 1.0 Strict. Supports WebDAV
protocol. No external dependencies. Supports more than 20 file types. Supports Unicode character
sets. Supports character sets of ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, CP1252, CP1251, UTF-16LE and UTF-16BE.
Supports character sets of Western European, Eastern European, Central European, East Asian,
Southeast Asian, African and Arabic. Supports character sets of Korean, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai,
Thai Medium and Thai Bold. Supports all languages supported by Windows 7. Supports SEO methods.
Supports comments, named entities, address and email. Supports arbitrary text with CRLF, CR, LF,
NUL, SP and TAB characters. Supports rendering for word processor like MS Office Word 2003/2007.
Supports rendering for word processor like OpenOffice.org 3.x. Supports rendering for web browser
like IE 6.0/7.0/8.0. Supports rendering for web browser like Firefox 2.0/3.x/4.x. Supports rendering for
web browser like Chrome 2.0/3.x/4.x. Supports rendering for web browser like Safari 3.0/3.2/4.0.
Supports rendering for web browser like Opera 9.x/10.x. Supports rendering for web browser like
Konqueror 3.3/3.4. Supports rendering for web browser like SeaMonkey 1.x/2.x. Supports rendering
for web browser like IE 5.x. Supports rendering for web browser like Netscape 6.x. Supports CSS/XSL
rendering. Supports CSS/XSL styles. Supports CSS/XSL formatting. Supports CSS/XSL overriding.
Supports editing using Windows Control Panel. Supports copy and paste to Windows Clipboard.
Supports drag and drop from

What's New In HTML Meta Tags Creator?

HTML Meta Tags Creator is a simple-to-use software application with a self-explanatory name - it
allows you to create meta tags for HTML and XHTML files. It provides a user-friendly environment
that should be easily figured out by anyone, regardless of previous experience with such apps.
Hassle-free installation and clean GUI Setting up the program takes minimal time and effort. As for
the interface, it adopts a regular window with a neatly organized structure that immediately shows
the editable meta tags at startup. So, you can specify the description, keywords, author, copyright,
owner, distribution type, rating, revisit period and robots, along with a document title, cache control
type, character set and content language. Any of these fields can be included or excluded from the
file. Edit the meta tags HTML code and build webpages HTML Meta Tags Creator also implements a
feature that allows you to directly edit the HTML code of the meta tags, copy selected text to the
Clipboard, as well as export the entire information to TXT files. What's more, you can build HTML or
XHTML pages in just a couple of clicks, once you select the document type. The current profile can
be saved to file and used at a later time. Evaluation and conclusion There were no kind of issues in
our testing, since HTML Meta Tags Creator did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. It had a
good response time and used low CPU and RAM, so the overall performance of the PC was not
affected. To sum it up, HTML Meta Tags Creator provides a straightforward solution to creating meta
tags for HTML and XHTML pages, and it should come in handy to most users who handle website
development.Read ReviewIn a distributed networking environment, data among network nodes may
be sent from node to node using some type of standard protocol. However, such standard protocols
are typically not transparent to the processing that takes place on a node; rather, such protocols are
often designed with a focus on network-level communication and routing as opposed to processing
of data by a node. In other words, nodes on a network are typically not equipped to directly process
data, including locally generated data, using some type of standard protocol. Even in cases where
network-level protocols were developed for nodes to process data, such network-level protocols are
focused on network routing, and do not generally allow a node to process some types of data, such
as low-level authentication data, in a secure manner.
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